
What the Hell is a Lomography Shop? 
 
About one thing we have no doubt: people love nothing more than shopping – and so do 

Lomographers! That’s why it's our first duty to serve you, our dearest Lomographer 

friends, with fresh, cool, affordable, inspiring, good looking and good smelling creative 

gear to help you calm down in the very best way your endless desire for shopping! We 

help you wherever we can: online at lomography.com, lomographyasia.com, 

lomography.jp & lomoshop.co.kr (and many other online shops of our friends and 

partners), and offline at thousands of locations all over the world (museum stores, design 

& gadget shops, and book stores – see lomography.com/shoplocator).   

 

But we know, it is just not enough for you, you need even more! You ask: “Where can I 

see, touch and test ALL the sexy Lomography products?”, and even “Where exactly can I 

smell the breath and skin of my fellow Lomographers, whenever I want to?” So, it was 

time to fight back – straight and effective (Kungfu style): It's not the Internet –  

 

It's the Lomography Shop! 

 

What can you expect in a Lomography Shop? You will not only find all the Lomographic 

cameras, accessories, books, bags, stationary, T-shirts and whatever our design teams 

get out of the soil of Russia, China and Egypt and more countries to come, you will also 

see exhibitions of Lomographs from Lomographers from all over the world (and maybe 

even your own!). You will be offered workshops on the Tips&Tricks of Lomographic 

cameras, Lomographic photography, real film and about almost everything that makes 

your life rock. You will meet the nicest, funniest, wildest, sweetest and even sexiest 

Lomographers from all the exciting spots on earth. And if you feel lonesome, depressed, 

if your dog does not want to play with you, or your baby does not stop crying, just sit 

down in the Lomography Shop, and let the Lomographs and Lomographers give back the 

energy to you (and your baby!).  

 

Even though there is much more to do and see than just shop for Lomography products, 

we still simply call our “Showroom/gallery/workshop/kindergarten etc.”-space 

“Lomography Shop”, because you know: people love nothing more than shopping!  

 

Lomography Shops in Vienna, Madrid, Sidney, Lisbon, Barcelona, Porto, Hong Kong, 

Bejing, Bangkok, Guangzhou and now also in Paris. More to come soon (i.e. in Seoul, 

Shanghai…)! 

 

Contact@lomography.com  

 

 

 

 


